We organize a table of regular graphs with minimal diameters and minimal mean path lengths, large bisection widths and high degrees of symmetries, obtained by enumerations on supercomputers. These optimal graphs, many of which are newly discovered, may find wide applications, for example, in design of network topologies.
Introduction
The next-generation supercomputers reaching exascales require sophisticated and scalable interconnection networks to couple hundreds of millions of processing units and these interconnection networks must be scalable at high bandwidth and low latency. In addition to the requirement of many-host clusters, from the aspect of micro-chips, more and more cores are integrated on one chip that require a high-performance interconnection network to couple them. The processing speed of network-on-chip, an aggregated on-chip infrastructure to enhance the energy performance among others, sensitively relies on its framework design to maximize the latency reduction and throughput. Also, data-centers in cloud computing also demand optimal architectures for dealing with expeditious growth of nodes, memory, and interconnection networks in a supercomputing system.
For this principle challenge, analyzing and optimizing network structures, of interconnection networks, graph theory is an acknowledged powerful method by transforming network components into vertices, and communication links into edges. The great focus of structure design hence is on the topologies of interconnection networks and the associated graph properties of them. The current prevailing basic modules include tree, near-neighbor mesh [1] , torus [2] , star, Heawood graph, Peterson graph, hypercube [3, 4] , etc. Major operations on these typical base graphs, in searching for optimal network topology, are hierarchical interconnection graphs and Cartesian products. Hierarchical interconnection network enables large network structures to maintain desired properties, such as low diameter and low mean path length, of the basic graphs [5, 6] . Classic examples of hierarchical products graphs include deterministic tree [7] , Dragonfly [8] , and hierarchical hypercube [9] . The Cartesian product, a straightforward graph operation that generates many eminent combined graphs, permits designers to reach a specified performance of larger-scale interconnection networks at minimal cost with parameters that can be directly required from the corresponding parameters of initial basic graphs [10] .
It is obvious that most hierarchical networks are all based on Peterson graph and hypercube. Lacking diversity of orders, they limit the scales of clusters. Deng et al. [11] proposed more optimal graphs, with the benchmark results on a Beowulf cluster, which proves to enhance network performance than classical networks. Then, Xu et al. [12] applied these graphs to creating larger networks by using the Cartesian product, resolving scale limitations. To fill the family of optimal graphs, we use the exhausting method as mentioned in [13] to find the graphs with the minimal MPL, filtering with properties aiming to interconnection network, which can be used as NOC interconnect network directly, or combining with hierarchical method or Cartesian product to be used as the interconnect for clusters. Symmetry is one of the two properties used for the filtering, which proves to be an essential factor in characterizing and measuring complex networks [14, 15] . The rest of this paper will introduce our criterion of optimal graphs and introduce our structured table of the base graphs.
2 Criterions and optimal graphs 2.1 Criterions
• Diameter and Mean Path Length of Regular Graph
In the study of the components of interconnection networks, a graph with minimal diameter and minimal mean path length markedly reduce the communication latency. Among all regular graphs, the Moore graphs and the generalized Moore graphs, with given numbers of vertices and of degrees, have the minimal diameter and minimal mean path length.
Let G be a connected regular graph with vertices m and degree k. The distance d(u, v) between two distinct vertices u and v is the shortest of all paths between these two vertices while its diameter D is the maximum d(u, v) value [16] . For the generalized Moore graphs with given diameter D and degree k, the upper bound on the number of vertices is achieved as
. known as Moore bound, named by Hoffman and Singleton after Edward Forrest Moore who first proposed the question [17] . By inverting the Moore equation with regard to D and k, the lower bound of diameter D (k,N ) can be attained (degree of 2 is a trivial case):
The Mean Path Length in a graph is the sum of the shortest path length between every pair of vertices averaged by the number of pairs of nodes. If G is a connected graph with N vertices, the MPL is calculated by
Cerf et al. [18] proved a lower bound on MPL for any regular graph G regarding the N vertices and degree k. Moreover, Cerf et al. [18] defines the regular graph with MPL equal to the lower bound as the generalized Moore graph.
The bisection in a connected graph G indicates that cutting the graph into two partitions such that the connected edges between two partitions are minimum while maintaining the number of vertices in each subgraph similar in size. In network topologies, bisection width refers to the minimum number of links cut to partition the topology into two parts, and the bisection bandwidth is the minimum communication volume allowed into these removed links. Bisection bandwidth is commonly used to estimate the achievable throughput and latency of a network, and an increase in bisection bandwidth of a network improve the supercomputers performance. Let E(N1, N2) denote the set of edges removed to divide the total vertices N into two disjoint sets N1 and N2. The number of removed edges is |C(N1, N2)|, and the bisection bandwidth is calculated as follows [19] : BC = min bisections C |(N1, N2)| .
• Automorphism Group Size
An automorphism of a graph G is a permutation map from the vertex set of G to the vertex set of G. The set of all automorphisms of a graph G is defined as the automorphism group of G, which is denoted by |Aut(G)|. Since edge symmetry in interconnection network ameliorates load balance across the links of the network, we further analyze on our graphs by utilizing automorphism to identify the symmetries. In general, more symmetrical network leads to better performance as in routing and robustness [19, 20] .
Optimal graphs
We searched for the optimal graphs first by enumeration using the same method as in [13] on supercomputers, among regular graphs of N number of vertices and degree k, denoted by (N, k) graphs. In particular, we exhaustively calculated the diameter and MPL of all ∼ 10 12 − 10 13 for (21, 4) and (32, 3) regular graphs. We select the optimal graphs with largest bisection width and automorphism group size. The optimal graphs are organized in Tables 1-3 , with colors indicating different minimal diameters and other parameters placed at the corners of the graphs as shown in the legend. The asterisk marked on the parameter indicates not being equal to the theoretical lower bound, but still minimum. For some (N, k) graphs, there exist multiple optimal graphs which are shown in the Table 4. Some of the optimal graphs are named graphs and we compared with existing graph database in Mathematica [21] and listed their special properties in Table 5 . The rest are newly discovered by us. 
Conclusions
In this note, we used the exhausting method, with supercomputers, to enumerate regular graphs with a wide range of orders, then filtered the optimal graphs with low-diameter and high-symmetry, and big bisection bandwidth. The benchmarks on a Beowulf also proved that the feature of symmetry would a↵ect the performance of networks, and these optimal graphs can be applied to many areas from microchips to datacenters. This method proposes a new way and provides new base graphs, which can be used to construct new types of interconnection networks and fulfill the diversity of interconnection networks.
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Conclusions
Using the exhaustive methods, with supercomputers, we enumerate regular graphs with a wide range of orders, filter them with the diameter, MPL, symmetry, and bisection bandwidth. The benchmarks on a Beowulf also prove that the feature of symmetry affects the performance of networks, and these optimal graphs can be applied to many areas from microchips to datacenters. We supply new base graphs and expansion methods to construct larger and diverse interconnection networks. 
